Standard: NFPA 1001 4.3.10 (2019 edition)

Skill Sheet:

FC-2

Task: While working as a two-person team, wearing PPE and SCBA, the candidates shall
perform interior fire attack (above, below or at grade level).
Equipment provided by the agency: Appropriate PPE per AHJ, attack lines, tools and
structure to simulate interior fire attack.
Candidate Performance:
Fail
Performs building/fire size up; verbalizes building construction, occupancy type,
location and extent of fire, wind direction, exposures, escape routes, secondary
means of egress and any known hazards such as fuel loading, contents vs.
structure fire, etc.
Selects proper hoseline and nozzle.
Deploys hoseline according to AHJ best practices (attack over supply, bleeds
nozzle, sets pattern) and manages kinks appropriately.
Feels door for heat, opens slowly and controls door as team passes.
Advances charged hoseline into structure, sounding floor as needed.
If stairs used to reach fire area, deploys hoseline as conditions allow.
Has at least 50' of hose on fire floor (if applicable).
Determines point of entry to fire area (extinguishments ideally begin from unburned
side).
Stays out of doorway, feels door for heat and controls door.
Checks interior fire conditions prior to entry (sound, sweep and scan) per AHJ
procedures.
Advances to fire as appropriate for heat and smoke conditions.
From a safe location, applies water using a straight or solid stream:
Direct Attack: Applies water directly to base of burning material
Indirect Attack: If fire location isn’t known or can’t be reached, but heat and smoke
conditions are extreme, briefly directs straight/solid stream to ceiling to absorb heat
and delay flashover. Advances to seat of fire and performs direct attack.
Ensures fire is under control or completely out.
Ventilates area and performs primary search (if applicable).
Identifies and preserves signs of fire origin and/or arson.
Completes evolution and exits hazardous area prior to depletion of air supply.
Pass

Fail

Performance Outcome: Candidate must pass ALL steps.
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